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Hightower launches new pieces to popular Nest Collection
Previewed at NeoCon; new seating, table, and accessories now available in the US
SEATTLE, WA September 20, 2019—In answer to market demand, this week Hightower launched
extension pieces to their popular Nest Seating and Tables plus new Cushion accessories. The Nest
series, designed by Swedish powerhouse Form Us With Love, was created to bring people together on
multidisciplinary levels. The result is a highly functional and adaptable workspace community,
encouraging users to engage more, supporting an environment for increased productivity.
Natalie Hartkopf, Hightower co-founder & CEO noted, “We’re focused on end user empathy and
recognize the connection between furniture design that enhances behaviors; supporting basic needs
plus the versatility required to meet many working styles. The Nest pieces are thoughtful and relevant
to the demands of today’s workers.”

THE DESIGNS:
Nest System Tables
Winner of the 2019 Interior Design Magazine HiP Award as well as recipient of a Metropolis Likes
Award, Hightower brings Nest System Tables to North American clients through their exclusive
European partnership. Designed to be flexible with changing environments, both the standard and bar
height tables feature a lock-in, tubular solution, which joins together an expanding, even swaying loop
or endlessly configured table. In this way, the system has the opportunity to answer future
needs—duality in stability combined with the ability to grow and shrink if needed.
The taller Nest System Table (39.5”) means users—sitting or standing—can remain at eye level. This
allows easier, more natural communication to take place. The Nest System Table top is offered in
Fenix Nanotech Laminate, an innovative material that is highly resistant to scratches, abrasion, rubbing,
and dry heat. Its surface is extremely opaque with a luxurious soft touch and low light reflectivity.
Frames are made of powder coated, partially recycled, tubular steel. The Nest System Table is
complemented by upholstered Nest Seating providing user-focused comfort, foot rest bars, and
remarkable lower back support, even after long periods of sitting.

Nest Easy Sofa
The Nest Easy Sofa is a beautiful anchoring piece and, when used in partnership with Nest Chairs and
Tables, creates a sought-after seating option that is both informal and accessible. Available with metal
or wood legs, the Nest Easy Sofa has distinctly rounded and sheltering dimensions and makes for a
gentle divide between spaces encouraging people to connect.

Nest Easy Lounge XL
When the Nest Easy Lounge was introduced, requests soon followed for a larger version of the popular
lounge chair. Nest Easy XL is the answer, providing high profile comfort and just the right amount of
seclusion. This distinct, high back lounge was previewed at NeoCon 2019 and received overwhelming
social media attention. Nest Easy Lounge XL comes with soaped oak wood or metal base and optional
partner Nest Ottoman or Cushions; perfect accessories adding extra support and user satisfaction.

Hightower’s Nest series can be spotted in corporate, hospitality, tech, healthcare, and educational
spaces and is specified time and time again for its comfort and modern, clean lines, mix of casual and
productive behaviors and, above all, its adaptability to change.

About Hightower:
Hightower is a US-based, award-winning provider of furnishings. Bold, beautiful pieces aimed at improving
workspace functionality have fueled the company's growth since its inception in 2003. Family-founded and
operated, Hightower's young, female leadership includes an award-winning CEO who is committed to offering
seamless access to fresh, international designs for the workplace. The company's innovative design solutions
empower architects and designers to stand out in their field.
Learn more at www.hightoweraccess.com or contact us at +1 (816) 286-1051
Hightower inspiration via Instagram or Pinterest @hightowergroup
Learn more about how our people make the difference: Hightower on LinkedIn @hightowergroup
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